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INTRODUCTION 

The period under review has been characterised by calm and sporadic cases of human rights 

violations. The period has seen intra-party conflict particularly in the MDC T formation. Corruption 

remains high on the agenda as cases of corruption in the public sector continue to be reported by 

different media houses. The economy on the other hand remains depressed, with unemployment 

increasing as a result of company closures. 

This update is informed by observations from the country’s 10 provinces and broadly captures 

national political developments in Zimbabwe. For comments and feedback email: info@zesn.net or 

zesn2011@zesn.net  
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ISSUE  COMMENT  

Electoral 

Amendment Bill  

The Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN) notes with concern the passing of the 

Electoral Amendment Bill (H.B. 7, 2013) in Parliament on the 28th of May 2014.  The Bill 

was passed with no amendments despite Parliament having taken views from the public 

and key stakeholders as provided in Section 141 (a) and (b) of the Constitution as well as 

the Standing Rules and Orders No. 159 and No. 160 of Parliament. 

ZESN observed the public outreach process that was done by Parliament to get citizen 

views on the Electoral Amendment Bill.  A number of problems bedevilled the process. 

For a Bill that has far reaching effects on the lives of citizens, the hurried nature of the 

hearings were of great concern. In addition, only 6 hearings were done throughout the 

country which did not show a genuine interest to take the views of citizens into account.  

None of the written and oral submissions that ZESN and other civil society organisations 

made were considered.  In particular, ZESN has been calling for the inclusion of a 

provision that provides for the full independence of the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission 

(ZEC) by establishing an independent reporting mechanism that enables ZEC to report to 

Parliament and receive funding from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. In addition ZESN 

was also calling for:  

- The Bill to give ZEC the full responsibility of the voter registration process and 

maintenance of the voters’ rolls. The Registrar-General continues to have a 

significant role to play in voter registration.  

- The Bill to clearly define “voter education”; the distinction between voter education, 

voter information and civic education was supposed to be clarified. In addition the 

Bill should have made it possible for more players and stakeholders to work with ZEC 

in providing voter education and should have removed stringent requirements such 

as the sources of funding. 

- The Bill to provide for accessible formats for voting and access to voter education for 

the visually impaired and the Deaf. In addition, the organization was advocating for 

the removal of the presiding officer in assisting the visually impaired when they have 

a person of their choice. Hence the Bill does not adequately make provisions for 

people living with disabilities in terms of voting, access to voting and the elections of 

senators representing people living with disability. 

- The Bill to  clearly spell out the principles of voter registration such as inclusivity 

(gender issues, race and tribal issues) with appropriate exclusions, accuracy, 

completeness and the methodology such as the biometric. Under the Electoral Act 

(Chapter 2:13), constituency registrars can register voters, and would be required to 

do so under the general supervision and direction of the Registrar-General of Voters.  

Section 239 (c) of the Constitution, ZEC is responsible for registering voters.   

- The Bill to enshrine the right to vote, according to Section 67 (3) (a) of the 

Constitution.  ZESN had hoped that the Bill would ensure that all citizens (including 

election officials/staff, members of the security forces deployed on electoral duties, 

the Diaspora and prisoners) register as voters and are able to cast their votes through 

special voting and external voting.  
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- The Bill to include provisions that harmonize elections and referendums into one Act 

of Parliament. Accordingly the Referendum Act is supposed to be repealed to comply 

with Section 157 (1) of the Constitution.  

- The Bill to ensure the appointment of judges who are not presiding over any other 

court during that time to the Electoral Court to facilitate speedy resolution of 

electoral disputes, should they occur after the elections. 

ZESN regrets the passing of the Electoral Amendment Bill in Parliament without including 

the submissions from various stakeholders, as this goes against the spirit of democratic 

policy making processes as provided for in Section 141 (a) and (b)  of the constitution of 

Zimbabwe.  

By-Elections 
 

The Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN) observed the local government by-

elections in Ward 11 of Chegutu Rural District Council. ZANU PF candidate, Taurai Sengu , 

won the seat with 1,103 votes. The MDC-T candidate, Didlane Walaza, who contested in 

the same by-election, received 45 votes. ZESN observers reported a peaceful and orderly 

electoral process.   

However, ZESN observers reported a number of critical incidents that took place during 

the voting process and these are highlighted in detail in our main story of this issue. 

These included: The bussing in of voters at Selous Tobacco Primary, which recorded the 

highest number of voters, the continued use of voting slips which were used in the 

harmonized elections, secrecy of the vote was infringed on as the presiding officer 

provided assistance to voters in the presence of a polling official and a police officer. 

Owing to some of these challenges some of the MDC polling agents who observed the 

by-elections refused to sign the V11 forms specifically alleging that persons from outside 

ward 11 had been allowed to cast votes using voters’ slips. 

Another by-election is due in Gutu Ward 14 and ZEC has scheduled the election to take 

place on the 5th of July 2014.The Nomination Court sat on Friday 30 May 2014 to 

consider nominations for candidates contesting in the by-election. Chatukuta Tinopiwa 

(ZANU PF), Chinyakata Namatirai (MDC T), Mugadza Tarwirei (NCA) were duly 

nominated.    

Political Party 
fissures  

The period under review remained calm and peaceful with the exception of a few 

incidents of Intra-party conflict between the MDC factions that have been observed in 

Manicaland where a meeting between MDC-T members who below to different factions 

degenerated into fist fights.  Perpetrators were arrested by the Police and are awaiting 

trial. Intra party conflicts were also observed in other parts of the country including; 

Harare, Bulawayo and Masvingo. 

 

It seems intra-party conflict has been fuelled by the inability of the political party 

involved to manage succession issues in a peaceful manner. The same reason has caused 

intra-party conflict in the other political parties in Zimbabwe. 

The work of elected 
leaders in their 
various 
constituencies 

Traditionally, the role of elected representatives has included creating consensus around 

local development strategies, and thus to promoting stability, social equity and 

upliftment of communities they represent. 
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 Monitors in the different provinces witnessed the following activities in which various 

members of parliament have been involved.  

Mashonaland West, Chinhoyi, Nemakonde MP, Dr. Mataruse secured funds to pay for 

the drilling of boreholes in Alaska, Katanda, and Chiroodza communities. It is however 

alleged that the MP has not been able to implement this activity because the Office of 

the Minister of State Affairs in the province has denied permission for this activity to be 

carried out. This activity would have significantly increased the community’s access to 

clean drinking water. 

Mashonaland East: Chikomba Central and Wedza North Members of Parliament are 

facilitating the repair of roads in their constituencies. 

Manicaland: A number of MPs and councilors have been actively engaging their 

constituencies though consultative meetings.  

ZESN continues to observe the work of elected leaders and where there are hindrances it 

will ascertain the names and political party affiliation of the MPs facing obstacles in the 

implementation of development activities. 

Food distribution 

 

The World Food Summit of 1996 defined food security as existing “when all people at all 

times have access to sufficient, safe, nutritious food to maintain a healthy and active 

life”. 

 

A number of people mostly in rural areas remain vulnerable and in need of food aid. 

Residents of vulnerable communities have a legitimate expectation that their elected 

leaders will help secure food aid for the communities they represent. Once secured this 

food aid is supposed to be distributed in a non-partisan manner. Unfortunately ZESN 

monitors in Manicaland and Mashonaland East have observed partisan food distribution. 

 

Manicaland monitors report that food distribution in the province is being done on 

partisan basis with the MP requesting recipients of food aid to show their ZANU PF cards 

in order to access food aid.  Similar cases have been reported in Mashonaland East’s 

Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe, at the Local Grain Marketing Board offices. 

National Disaster More than 3,000 people were relocated to the Chingwizi camp following flooding after 

heavy rains and fears that the Tokwe-Mukosi dam wall could collapse. The government 

declared the Tokwe-Mukosi situation a national disaster.  

 

There have been various media reports that Government officials tasked to distribute 

food aid to victims of the Tokwe-Mukorsi floods at Chingwizi transit camp in Masvingo 

have been accused of demanding sexual favours from teenage girls in exchange for 

goods. 

 

Masvingo Provincial Affairs minister Kudakwashe Bhasikiti, is quoted in the media as 

having said that the situation at the camp required urgent attention as well as continued 

co-operation between government and the private sector in alleviating the food 
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shortages. The same Minister is also reported in the media to have banned journalists 

from visiting Chigwizi camp accusing the journalists of writing false reports on the 

situation at the camp. 

 

The government is urged to increase efforts to ensure families at Chigwizi are resettled 

and facilitate their access to clinics and clean water, among other basic services as these 

are constitutional rights. 

CSO activities  Civic organisations continue to make an invaluable contribution to the promotion of 

peace, by providing peaceful conflict resolution skills to various communities. Civic 

organisations are also actively promoting civic education, human rights and providing 

humanitarian assistance to vulnerable communities. It is encouraging to note that civic 

organisations have been conducting their activities without hindrance. Below is a list 

some of the CSOs that are active in the different communities. This list is not exhaustive. 

 

Mashonaland East: ZIMCET and ZIMRIGHTS. 

Mashonaland West: Farm Community Trust, Youth Dialogue Network Action, and 

Musoro Muchena Life Skills. 

Manicaland: Poverty Reduction Forum Trust (PRFT), International Rescue Committee 

(IRC), Catholic Commission of Justice and Peace (CCJP), Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human 

Rights (ZLHR), Mutare Residents and Ratepayers Association. 

Masvingo: Red Cross, Christian Care, Masvingo Residents Trust. 

Matebeleland North: ORAP, CARITAS, HABAKUK Trust, LEAD Trust, Save The, 

Environment Africa, Department of Social Services -Zimbabwe Vulnerability Assessment 

Committee (ZimVAC). 

Bulawayo: ZIMRIGHT, BYOAGENDA, HABBAKUKU, and MSAKHANENI Trust.   

Conclusion ZESN continues to support efforts to enhance citizens’ participation in issues of 

governance and democracy as well as promoting the creation of an enabling legal 

framework and an election culture that promotes free and fair elections. 


